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Abstract A dedicated mission to investigate exoplan-
etary atmospheres represents a major milestone in our
quest to understand our place in the universe by placing
our Solar System in context and by addressing the suit-
ability of planets for the presence of life. EChO – the
Exoplanet Characterisation Observatory – is a mission
concept specifically geared for this purpose.
EChO will provide simultaneous, multi-wavelength
spectroscopic observations on a stable platform that
will allow very long exposures. The use of passive cool-
ing, few moving parts and well established technology
gives a low-risk and potentially long-lived mission. EChO
will build on observations by Hubble, Spitzer and ground-
based telescopes, which discovered the first molecules
and atoms in exoplanetary atmospheres. However, EChO’s
configuration and specifications are designed to study
a number of systems in a consistent manner that will
eliminate the ambiguities affecting prior observations.
EChO will simultaneously observe a broad enough spec-
tral region – from the visible to the mid-infrared – to
constrain from one single spectrum the temperature
structure of the atmosphere, the abundances of the ma-
jor carbon and oxygen bearing species, the expected
photochemically-produced species and magnetospheric
signatures. The spectral range and resolution are tai-
lored to separate bands belonging to up to 30 molecules
and retrieve the composition and temperature structure
of planetary atmospheres.
The target list for EChO includes planets ranging
from Jupiter-sized with equilibrium temperatures Teq
up to 2000 K, to those of a few Earth masses, with
Teq ∼300 K. The list will include planets with no Solar
System analog, such as the recently discovered planets
GJ1214b, whose density lies between that of terrestrial
and gaseous planets, or the rocky-iron planet 55 Cnc e,
with day-side temperature close to 3000 K. As the num-
ber of detected exoplanets is growing rapidly each year,
and the mass and radius of those detected steadily de-
creases, the target list will be constantly adjusted to
include the most interesting systems.
We have baselined a dispersive spectrograph design
covering continuously the 0.4–16µm spectral range in
6 channels (1 in the visible, 5 in the InfraRed), which
allows the spectral resolution to be adapted from sev-
eral tens to several hundreds, depending on the target
brightness. The instrument will be mounted behind a
1.5 m class telescope, passively cooled to 50 K, with
the instrument structure and optics passively cooled
to ∼45 K. EChO will be placed in a grand halo orbit
around L2. This orbit, in combination with an opti-
mised thermal shield design, provides a highly stable
thermal environment and a high degree of visibility of
the sky to observe repeatedly several tens of targets over
the year. Both the baseline and alternative designs have
been evaluated and no critical items with Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) less than 4 to 5 have been iden-
tified. We have also undertaken a first-order cost and
development plan analysis and find that EChO is easily
compatible with the ESA M-class mission framework.
Keywords Exoplanets · Planetary Atmospheres ·
Space mission
Fig. 1 EChO will expand the scope of planetary science be-
yond our Solar System, by providing a portfolio of exoplanet
spectra under a wide gamut of physical and chemical condi-
tions. The observed chemical composition largely depends on
the planet’s thermal structure, which in turn depends on the
planet’s orbital distance and metallicity, and the host star’s
luminosity and stellar type. The planetary mass determines
the planet’s ability to retain an atmosphere. The range of
planets and stellar environments explored by EChO extends
to the temperate zone and includes gas-giants, Neptunes and
super-Earths. It is already populated by ∼200 known transit-
ing objects, and the number of sources is expected to increase
exponentially until the launch date, thanks to the current ex-
oplanet discovery programs.
1 Introduction
The Exoplanet Characterisation Observatory, or EChO,
is a proposed M class mission currently under assess-
ment by the European Space Agency (ESA) 1. In this
article we present scientific and technical information
about the proposed satellite.
1 http://sci.esa.int/echo
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Fig. 2 Planets can be very similar in mass and radius
and yet be very different worlds, as demonstrated by these
two pairs of examples. A spectroscopic analysis of the at-
mospheres is needed to reveal their physical and chemical
identities.
1.1 Scientific objectives
The scientific objectives of EChO are to:
1. Measure the atmospheric composition, temper-
ature and albedo of a highly representative sam-
ple of known extrasolar planets, orbiting different
stellar types (A, F, G, K and M). The sample will
include hot, warm, and habitable-zone exoplanets,
down to the super-Earth size (∼ 1.5 Earth radii).
The climate of a planet depends on the amount
of stellar irradiation reflected out to space and ab-
sorbed. The combination of visible albedo and in-
frared temperature will be key to understanding how
the energy is redistributed.
2. Measure the spatial (vertical and horizontal) and
temporal variability of the thermal/chemical atmo-
spheric structure of hot giants, Neptunes and super-
Earths orbiting bright stars. The photometric accu-
racy of EChO at multiple wavelengths will be suffi-
cient to observe the planet not merely as day/night
hemispheres or terminator but to divide the planet
into longitudinal slices, hence producing coarse maps
of exoplanets (see §5.1 and 5.2). Repeated ingress/egress
measurements and phase light-curves for bright eclips-
ing hot exoplanets will advance atmospheric mod-
elling efforts. This spatial/temporal differentiation
is necessary to:
– Understand the relative importance of thermo-
chemical equilibrium, photochemistry , and
transport-induced quenching in controlling the
observed composition.
– Provide much needed constraints for atmospheric
dynamics and circulation models. Longitu-
dinal brightness maps obtained from the light
curve of phase variations, observed by EChO,
promise to be a powerful diagnostic tools for sim-
ulations of hot planets’ atmospheric dynamics.
Vortices and waves are structures in exoplanet
atmospheres that can produce observable tem-
poral variability: these are usually long-lived and
evolve with characteristic periodicities [1,2], which
can be captured by EChO’s observations (see
§6.2).
3. Investigate the complex planet-star interaction .
Proper characterisation of a planet’s host star is key
to the interpretation and to the understanding of
planetary data. Monitoring stellar variability simul-
taneously with acquiring the data, from which the
exoplanet atmosphere will be measured, is a key as-
pect of the EChO mission.
4. Constrain the models of internal structure . EChO
will be able to measure with exquisite accuracy the
depth of the primary transit and thus the planetary
size, but the major improvements for interior mod-
els will come from its ability to fully characterise
the atmosphere in its composition, dynamics and
structure.
5. Improve our understanding of planetary forma-
tion/evolution mechanisms. High resolution spec-
troscopy will provide important information about
the chemical constituents of planetary atmospheres,
and this is expected to be related to both the for-
mation location, and the chemical state of the pro-
toplanetary disk.
6. Explore the thermal/chemical variability along the
orbit of non transiting exoplanets, especially
in high-eccentric orbits. This work was pio-
neered by Harrington et al. [3,4] who made phase
curve measurements of the non-transiting exoplanet
Ups And b. In contrast to the nearly circular orbits
of the planets in the Solar System, highly eccentric
orbits (e ≥ 0.3) are common among the exoplanets
discovered to date (e.g. HD80606b [5]). While non-
transiting planets will not be a primary goal, EChO
will give us the unique opportunity of studying the
chemistry and thermal properties of very exotic ob-
jects.
On top of that, EChO could:
– Search for Exomoons. We estimate that moons
down to 0.33R⊕ would be detectable with EChO for
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our target stars. Whilst Kepler may also be able to
detect exomoons [6], EChO can obtain NIR light
curves which exhibit highly reduced distortion from
limb darkening and stellar activity e.g. spots. Ad-
ditionally, multi-colour light curves significantly at-
tenuate degeneracy of fitted limb darkening param-
eters across all wavelengths (see §6.5).
– Identify potential biosignatures in the atmospheres
of super-Earths in the habitable zones of late type
stars. The study of super-Earths in the habitable
zone of stars cooler than the Sun will challenge the
paradigm of the Earth-twin orbiting a Sun-twin as
the only possible cradle for life[7,8].
The science return of EChO is summarised in [9].
Fig. 3 Scientific objectives of EChO.
1.2 Targets observed by EChO: which, how many,
why?
Table 1 lists the combinations of exoplanets/parent stars
which will be observed by EChO. The planetary classi-
fication is done in terms of size and temperature: these
two parameters combined with the stellar type, give the
star-planet contrast at different wavelengths. The con-
trast, multiplied by the stellar luminosity, determines
the feasibility and the integration time of the eclipse
observations. For primary transit observations, the pa-
rameter to consider is the atmospheric scale height: the
hotter is the atmosphere and the lighter is the main at-
mospheric component and the planetary mass, the eas-
ier is the primary transit observation. While EChO will
be able to observe the secondary eclipse for all types of
planets listed in Table 1, primary transit observations
will be guaranteed only for exoplanets with a light main
atmospheric component and/or relatively high temper-
ature, nominally gas-giants, Neptunes and a sub-sample
of super-Earths with those characteristics (see §5.4).
Size Jupiters Neptunes Super-
Temperature Earths
Hot > 700 K F,G,K,M G,K,M M
Warm: 400-700 K F,G,K,M G,K,M M
Temperate: 250-350 K F,G,K,M G,K,M late M
Table 1 Type of planets and corresponding type of star ob-
servable by EChO. See §5.5 and 9 for additional information.
Super-Earths will be given high priority. In practice,
we expect that the atmospheres of terrestrial planets
will show great diversity, well beyond the limited num-
ber of cases found in our Solar System (Earth, Mars,
Venus, Titan). On top of that, EChO will easily observe
a large number of gas giants and Neptunes orbiting dif-
ferent types of stars, with a variety of masses, radii
and temperatures. A significant subset of those will be
observed at high spectral resolution and with multi-
ple visits, to monitor spatially and temporally resolved
patterns due to photochemistry and dynamics.
Today, EChO could observe ∼80 known gas and icy
giants transiting stars brighter than V∼12 mag [10],
four transiting super-Earths – the hot CoRot-7b [11]),
Kepler-10b [12], 55Cnc-e [13], the warm GJ 1214b [14]
and HD 97658b [15]–, a non-transiting hot gas-giant,
Ups And b [16]) and a non-transiting hot super-Earth,
GJ 876d [17]. We note that GJ 581 is a nearby star with
at least 3 super-Earths orbiting in the vicinity of its
habitable zone [18]. These super-Earths would be ideal
for EChO if they transited. Although today the avail-
able target sample is still biased towards more massive
planets, HARPS data show that more than 40% of stars
have planets with masses below 50 Earth-masses and
30% of stars with planets below 30 Earth-masses [18,
19]. From preliminary analysis of Kepler, the occurrence
of 2-4 R⊕ planets in the Kepler field linearly increases
with decreasing stellar temperature, making these small
planets seven times more abundant around cool stars
(3600-4100 K) than the hottest stars in our sample
(6600-7100 K) [20,21]. Statistical estimates from mi-
crolensing surveys [22] indicate that on average, every
star in the milky way has one or more planet at least
5 times the mass of the Earth in the orbit range 0.5-10
AU. See §4 for further discussion on the targets avail-
able in 2020.
The most favourable star-planet contrast in the case
of the smallest targets, is obtained by observing planets
around stars smaller and colder than our Sun, typically
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Fig. 4 Good reasons for considering super-Earths around
M-dwarfs: the cooler the star and the smaller its radius, the
better the contrast star-planet, as this simulation shows [23].
M-dwarfs. There are several advantages in selecting this
star-planet combination. Cool stars of spectral type M
comprise about 75% of all stars, both in the Solar neigh-
bourhood and in the Milky Way as a whole. At the time
of writing a new catalog for bright M-dwarfs has been
published by Lepine and Gaidos [24], presenting a new
sample of 8889 M dwarfs with J≤10. M-dwarfs range
in mass from about 0.5 M to less than 0.1 M, with
associated reductions in heat and brightness. The sheer
abundance of M dwarfs throughout our Galaxy ensures
that a large fraction of exoplanetary systems will be
centred on red suns. To date, radial velocity searches
have detected ∼20 planetary systems around M stars.
As a group, these systems harbour lower-mass planets
orbiting at smaller semi-major axes than those around
Sun-like stars, supporting the assumption that system
architecture scales roughly with stellar mass and thus
with spectral type.
Given their meagre energy output, the habitable
zones of M dwarfs, like their ice lines, are located much
closer to the primary than those of more massive stars
(Fig. 1). While 0.10 AU and 0.19 AU are reasonable
numbers for the inner and outer boundaries of the hab-
itable zones of larger M dwarfs, with masses of about
0.4 M (e.g., GJ 436), the corresponding boundaries
shrink to about 0.024-0.045 AU for the smallest mem-
bers of the class, with masses of about 0.1 M [25].
This works in EChO’s favour, as the short orbital pe-
riod (ranging from one week to one month depending
on the M type) will allow the observation of several tens
(or even hundreds for late M) of transits during the life-
time of the mission. The observation of the atmosphere
of a terrestrial planet in the habitable zone of F, G, K
type of star would, by contrast, be impractical with the
transit technique. For instance one could only afford to
observe ∼ 5 transits in the lifetime of the mission for
a terrestrial planet in the habitable zone of a Sun type
star (one transit every calendar year!), which is too lit-
tle time to retrieve a useful spectrum with appropriate
S/N.
2 Observational strategy and requirements
2.1 Observational techniques used by EChO
EChO will probe the atmospheres of extrasolar planets
combining three techniques, making use of a) planet
transits, b) secondary eclipses, and c) planet phase-
variations, which will also be used for non-transiting
planets. In all cases, instead of spatially separating the
light of the planet from that of the star, EChO will use
temporal variations to extract the planet signal.
Fig. 5 Optical phase curve of the planet HAT-P-7b observed
by Kepler [26] showing primary transit and secondary eclipse
measurements.
Transmission spectroscopy When a planet partially eclipses
its host star, star-light filters through the planet’s atmo-
sphere, adopting a spectral imprint of the atmospheric
constituents. By comparison of in-transit with out-of-
transit observations, this planet absorption is distilled
from the absorption spectrum of the host star [27,28,
29]. Transmission spectroscopy probes the high-altitude
atmosphere at the day/night terminator region of the
planet. Typically, absorption features scale with the at-
mospheric scale-height, which mainly depends on the
temperature and mean molecular weight of the atmo-
sphere. The first successes of exoplanet transmission
spectroscopy were in the UV and visible [30,31,32,33,
34,35,36], and have been later extended to the near-
and mid-infrared [37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44].
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Secondary eclipse spectroscopy When a planet moves
behind its host star (the secondary eclipse), the planet
is temporarily blocked from our view, and the difference
between in-eclipse and out-of-eclipse observations pro-
vides the planet’s dayside spectrum. In the near- and
mid-infrared, the radiation is dominated by thermal
emission, modulated by molecular features [45,46,47,
48,49,50]. This is highly dependent on the vertical tem-
perature structure of the atmosphere, and probes the
atmosphere at much higher pressure-levels than trans-
mission spectroscopy. At visible wavelengths, the planet’s
spectrum is dominated by Rayleigh and/or Mie scatter-
ing of stellar radiation [51,52]. For the latter, clouds can
play an important role.
Planet phase-variations In addition, during a planet’s
orbit, varying parts of the planet’s day- and night-side
are seen. By measuring the minute changes in bright-
ness as a function of orbital phase, the longitudinal
brightness distribution of a planet can be determined.
Since the typical time scale of these phase-variations
largely exceeds that of one observing night and they are
of very small amplitude, these observations can only be
conducted from space. However, they can also be per-
formed on non-transiting planets [4]. Phase-variations
are important in understanding a planet’s atmospheric
dynamics and the redistribution of absorbed stellar en-
ergy from their irradiated day-side to the night-side.
Ground-breaking infrared 8 µm Spitzer observations
of the presumably phase-locked exoplanet HD189733b
have shown the night-side of this hot Jupiter to be only
about 300 K cooler than its day-side [37], implying an
efficient redistribution of the absorbed stellar energy.
These same observations show that the hottest (bright-
est) part of this planet is significantly offset with re-
spect to the sub-stellar point, indicative of a longitu-
dinal jet-stream transporting the absorbed heat to the
night-side. Towards the optical wavelength regime, an
increasing contribution from reflected light is expected
(as with secondary eclipses), as is likely the case in
CoRoT [53] and Kepler [26] light-curves.
Spatial and temporal resolution During a primary tran-
sit we probe the planetary limb at the terminator, whereas
during secondary eclipse we probe the planetary hemi-
sphere exposed to stellar radiation (day-side). If we
have transit, eclipse and phase-curve measurements, we
can extract the spectrum of the un-illuminated (night-
side) hemisphere [54]. Eclipses can be used as power-
ful tools to spatially resolve the photospheric emission
properties of astronomical objects. During ingress and
egress, the partial occultation effectively maps the pho-
tospheric emission region of the object being eclipsed
Fig. 6 Demostrator of possible results from exo-cartography
of a planet at multiple photometric bands. For hot giant plan-
ets orbiting a bright star, this can be achieved by EChO with
∼ 100 transits. For instance HD 189733b, can be mapped in
10 longitudinal slices with a spectral resolving power R ∼20
in the IR and a S/N ∼ 100. By binning more spectral channels
we can improve the spatial resolution.
[55,56]. Note that the different system geometries af-
fect the orientation and shape of the eclipsing stel-
lar limb and consequently the detailed shape of the
ingress/egress curves. Fig. 6 illustrates possible results
from exo-cartography experiments. The regime of at-
mospheric circulation present on hot, close-in exoplan-
ets may be unlike any of the familiar cases encountered
in the Solar System. Key constraints will be placed by
EChO on these models through repeated infrared mea-
surements.
2.2 Interpreting exoplanet spectra
Key species which should be observable by EChO are
given in Table 2. Their complexity, together with the
potential for overlapping molecular bands, means that
the spectra can only be interpreted by comparing them
to detailed atmospheric models.
In an emission spectrum, measured through sec-
ondary eclipse observations in the IR, molecular signa-
tures can appear either in absorption, emission, or both,
depending on the shape of the pressure-temperature
profile and the molecular vertical mixing ratio [57,58].
Spectral retrieval methods and forward models are used
to infer the presence and abundance of specific molecules
and, in the case of an emission spectrum, the pressure-
temperature profile; this can lead to a natural ambigu-
ity between composition and temperature [48,59,60,61,
62]. Once the composition and temperature structure
has been determined, knowledge of the atmospheric chem-
istry is inferred from the abundance estimates and ver-
tical mixing ratios of individual molecules. For exam-
ple, if the mixing ratio of CO2 is higher than would
be expected from purely equilibrium chemistry, a non-
equilibrium chemistry mechanism (such as photochem-
istry) may be needed to explain the additional CO2.
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2.3 Justification of wavelength coverage and spectral
resolution
For secondary eclipse measurements in the thermal regime
(emission spectroscopy), retrieving abundances will re-
quire the simultaneous retrieval of the thermal profile,
i.e. distinguishing between which features are in emis-
sion and which ones are in absorption. This will be
made easier when bands of different intensities are used
for a given molecule. EChO will obtain broad, instanta-
neous and simultaneous spectral coverage from the vis-
ible (0.4µm) to the mid-infrared (16µm). Broad wave-
length coverage enables resolving the temperature/ com-
position ambiguity in an emission spectrum; simultane-
ous measurement of VIS-IR wavelengths allows plane-
tary and stellar variability to be characterised and un-
derstood. Having signatures in both the reflected and
thermal regions will greatly help the abundance and
temperature structure retrieval. Moreover, monitoring
stellar variability simultaneously with the acquisition
of data from which the exoplanet atmosphere will be
measured is a key aspect of the EChO mission: the
light variations caused by magnetic activity can ham-
per the extraction of the exoplanet atmosphere signal
and a need arises to diagnose stellar variability mostly
in the near-IR and mid-IR continuum. Such variations
are associated with active regions (star spots and bright
spots or faculae) coming on and off view as the star ro-
tates and also from intrinsic variability of such active
regions. Both variations can occur on relatively short
timescales, comparable to those of the planet’s orbital
period, and thus impact directly on the combination of
different epochs of eclipse data. The best available in-
dicator of chromospheric flux in the wavelength ranges
accessible to EChO is the hydrogen Balmer α line at
0.66µm. Emission in the core of the line appears as
a consequence of chromospheric activity and thus can
be used to monitor variations in the stellar chromo-
sphere [63]. Observations in the visible range are thus
essential to provide the stellar data needed for the mea-
surement and interpretation of exoplanet atmospheres.
The ability to reach 0.4µm would be important for ob-
serving the contribution of Rayleigh scattering. For a
cloud/haze free atmosphere this additional information
is key to removing the degeneracy embedded in the
measurements of the planetary radius at wavelengths
where molecules absorb.
The resolving power given for the EChO base line
will be sufficient not only to separate the bands but
go to the next step, i.e. detect the molecular features,
retrieve abundances, disentangle the contribution of dif-
ferent molecules if they overlap etc. Table 2 gives the
most important molecular and atomic species likely to
0.4-1µm 1-5µm 5-11µm 11-16µm
R,
base-
line
∼Few
tens
300 ≥30 20
R, de-
sired
300 300 300 300
*H2O 0.51, 0.57,
0.65, 0.72,
0.82, 0.94
1.13, 1.38,
1.9, 2.69
6.2 conti-
nuum
*CO2 - 1.21, 1.57,
1.6, 2.03,
4.25
- 15.0
C2H2 - 1.52, 3.0 7.53 13.7
HCN - 3.0 - 14.0
C2H6 - 3.4 - 12.1
O3 0.45-
0.75 (the
Chappuis
band)
4.7 9.1, 9.6 14.3
HDO - 2.7,3.67 7.13 -
*CO - 1.57, 2.35,
4.7
- -
O2 0.58, 0.69,
0.76, 1.27
- - -
NH3 0.55, 0.65,
0.93
1.5, 2,
2.25, 2.9,
3.0
6.1, 10.5 -
PH3 - 4.3 8.9, 10.1 -
*CH4 0.48, 0.57.
0.6, 0.7,
0.79, 0.86,
1.65, 2.2,
2.31, 2.37,
3.3
6.5, 7.7 -
CH3D ? 3.34, 4.5 6.8, 7.7,
8.6
-
C2H4 - 3.22, 3.34 6.9, 10.5 -
H2S - 2.5, 3.8 ... 7 -
SO2 - 4 7.3, 8.8 -
N2O - 2.8, 3.9,
4.5
7.7, 8.5 -
NO2 - 3.4 6.2, 7.7 13.5
H2 - 2.12 - -
H+3 - 2.0, 3-4.5 - -
He - 1.083 - -
*Na 0.589 1.2 - -
*K 0.76 - - -
TiO 0.4-1 1-3.5 - -
VO 0.4-1 1-2.5 - -
FeH 0.6-1 1-2 - -
TiH 0.4-1 1-1.6 - -
Rayleigh 0.4-1 - - -
Cloud/
haze
yes possible silicates,
etc.
-
H Hα 0.66
H Hβ 0.486
Ca 0.8498,
0.8542,
0.8662
- -
Table 2 Main spectral features between 0.4 and 16µm.
The asterisk indicates the molecular/atomic species already
detected in the atmospheres of exoplanets. At wavelengths
shorter than 2µm spectroscopic data are often not complete,
so that the use of this region is much more difficult for band
identification and analysis. The main bands are illustrated in
bold.
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be present in planetary atmospheres and have a spectral
signature in the wavelength region covered by EChO.
We also indicate the spectral resolving power obtain-
able by EChO, in its baseline configuration, and the
goal.
The 11-16µm band is crucial –particularly for the
CO2 band at 15µm– for retrieving the thermal profile in
terrestrial atmospheres, especially planets in the habit-
able zone [58]. A resolving power of R =300 in that
channel instead of the currently proposed 20, would
make it possible to separate C2H2 from HCN and greatly
improve the temperature structure retrieval for gas-
giants and Neptunes.
2.4 Justification of signal-to-noise, timing, calibration,
observational strategy
The integration time needed to observe specific targets
is based on the time length required to obtain spec-
tra of transiting exoplanet atmospheres, given a defined
spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. The esti-
mated time is based on the contrast ratio of the flux
from the planet over the flux from the star in a selected
wavelength region and on the instrument parameters.
EChO’s characteristics were planned to guarantee the
required performances. The fluxes were obtained from
synthetic spectra and blackbody curves. We show here
a few key examples (Tables 3, 4, 5, Fig. 7, 8).
According to our simulations, for spectroscopic ob-
servations (i.e. R≥ 10) we need stellar targets brighter
than V∼12 for F, G and K stars, and brighter than
K∼9 for M dwarfs (see Tables 3, 4 and 5). For giants
orbiting fainter stellar companions (V ≤ 15) such as
typical CoRoT and Kepler targets, EChO will be able
to observe them in 2 or 3 large photometric bands (VIS,
NIR and MIR). There are currently ∼80 known tran-
siting sources which are within the sensitivity range
of EChO’s spectroscopic capabilities (see ESA EChO -
Science Requirements Document, http://sci.esa.int/echo).
We will perform high-precision in-flight calibration
and monitoring of the responsivity of the observatory,
in short the “transfer function (TF)”, by observing cal-
ibration stars. Our goal is to monitor the spectral shape
of the TF as well as its absolute level to a precision bet-
ter than a few times 10−5, such that uncertainties in the
TF do not significantly affect the final quality of the sci-
ence spectra obtained. The Kepler mission is generating
an unprecedented set of lightcurves for stars, with the
best precision and coverage ever achieved [64]. Detailed
modeling of optical light curves measured by the Kepler
satellite using stellar model atmospheres shows that the
vast majority of G-dwarfs and selected A-dwarfs have
Fig. 7 Simulations of EChO observations of the hot-Jupiter
HD189733b. Top: dayside emission spectrum at resolution
R=50, single eclipse. Bottom: NIR zoom of dayside emis-
sion spectrum at resolution R=300, averaged over 50 eclipses.
Total observing time 8 days, which could be done over 3.5
months.
an intrinsic stability in their infrared emissions of bet-
ter than 3×10−5 in overall flux and better than 10−5
in shape, where the former offer the highest precision
in absolute level and the latter in shape. While the ac-
tual stars used to calibrate EChO will not be those ob-
served by Kepler, but rather a sample of nearby main
sequence stars distributed over the sky, we have demon-
strated the feasibility of reaching a calibration precision
of order 10−5 using stars. We will build up a calibration
network and perform pre-flight characterisation of the
potential calibrators using ground-based high-accuracy
(relative) photometry in order to ensure sufficient sta-
bility of the stars in the network. It is relevant to em-
phasize that all the timescales related to stellar activity
patterns are very different from the timescales associ-
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Fig. 8 Simulations of EChO’s performances. 1) Transmis-
sion spectrum of warm-Neptune GJ 436b (top) at intrinsic
instrumental resolution, averaged over 50 eclipses. Total ob-
serving time 6 days, can be done over 4 months. 2) High
resolution (R=300) transmission spectrum of warm super-
Earth GJ1214b, averaged over 300 transits. Total observing
time 3 weeks which could be done over 1.3 years (center). 3)
Emission spectrum of a favourable case of a temperate super-
Earth with an Earth-like atmosphere orbiting a bright late M.
(bottom).
ated to single transit observations (a few hours), and
thus can be easily removed.
Secondary eclipse, R=300, SNR=50, averaged over 5-16µm
Star T R contr. Magnitudes in V band
type (K) (R) 10−3 5 6 7 8 9
F3V 6740 1.56 1 7 18 51 156 <R
G2 5800 1 2.9 0.7 1.8 4.7 14 45
K1 4980 0.8 5.6 0.2 0.4 1 2.9 9
Primary eclipse, R=100, SNR=50, averaged over 5-16µm
F3V 6740 1.56 0.28 32 82 213 <R <R
G2V 5800 1 0.68 4 10 26 70 198
K1V 4980 0.8 1 1.6 4 10 26 72
Table 3 Integration times, in numbers of transits, for a hot-
Jupiter in primary transit (lower) and in secondary eclipse
(upper).
M T R contr. Magnitudes in K band
type (K) (R) 10−4 5 6 7 8 9
M1.5V 3582 0.42 1.4 14 36 95 258 -
M3V 3436 0.30 2.8 6 13 34 93 277
M4V 3230 0.19 7.7 1 2 6 18 52
M5V 3055 0.15 13.2 0.5 1 3 8 23
Table 4 Integration times, in numbers of transits, for a hot
(850 K) super-Earth (1.6 Rearth) in secondary transit assum-
ing a resolution of 40, SNR of 10 observations in the range
5-16µm
Star T R P contr. Magnitudes in K
type (K) (R) days 10−5 5 6 7 8 9
M2V 3522 0.38 30.6 0.9 72
3475 0.34 26.6 1.2 45 113
M3V 3436 0.30 23 1.5 32 81
3380 0.25 19.3 2 20 52 132
M4V 3230 0.19 12.7 4 18 46 117
3150 0.17 10.7 5.2 12 32 80 208
M5V 3055 0.15 8.7 6.9 19 49 128
2920 0.13 6.7 9.8 12 29 76
Table 5 Integration times, in numbers of transits, for a
habitable-zone (320 K) super-Earth (1.6 R⊕) in secondary
transit observed with a resolution of 10, SNR 5 and in the
5− 16µm wavelength range.
HD 189733 GJ 1214
albedo=0.05 ∼ 4σ albedo=0.3 ∼0.3 σ
albedo=0.1 ∼ 8σ albedo=0.3, hot ∼26 σ
albedo=0.2 ∼ 15σ
Table 6 Measurement of planetary albedo with one eclipse
in the optical for key examples of hot-Jupiters and super-
Earths. The results strongly depend on the type of
planet/star, distance to the star and albedo value.
3 Differences and Synergies between EChO and
future missions and facilities
In the upcoming decade, two important new facilities
are planned to come on line 1) the space-borne James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST) due to be launched in
the latter part of this decade, and 2) the next gener-
ation of extremely large telescopes, such as the Euro-
pean Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT), with first
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Fig. 9 Top: partition of observing time on available sources
for EChO today. Bottom: partition of observing time for
EChO in 2020.
light foreseen in 2018, or the Thirty Meter Telescope
(TMT). A significant advantage of EChO as a dedi-
cated instrument is its ability to provide the observa-
tions to fully test models: this requires observations of
a large sample of objects, generally on long timescales,
and cannot be efficiently pursued with a multi-purpose
facility such as JWST or the ELT. Such a comprehen-
sive approach holds out the possibility of discovering
unexpected, “Rosetta Stone” objects, i.e. objects that
definitively confirm or disprove theories.
Compared to EChO, a 42 m telescope such as the
E-ELT has two major advantages: a much larger col-
lecting area and superior spatial resolution. Yet the E-
ELT will suffer from the obvious limitations of every
ground-based facility: namely much lower observing ef-
ficiency (e.g weather conditions, day/night cycles, ob-
servability of the target) and, more critically, more lim-
ited spectral coverage. A large fraction of the spectral
range observed with EChO, in fact, is inaccessible from
the ground (e.g. H2O bands between 1-5µm, and the
region between 5-8µm where there are key molecular
lines). Finally, long-term photometric stability, a key
requirement for achieving the science goals of EChO,
will never hardly be reached from the ground.
EChO’s telescope diameter might appear also small
compared to JWST. Yet to reach our science objectives,
other parameters are as critical: stability, spectral cov-
erage, optimised detectors and high degree of visibility
of the sky. The key areas where EChO will excel com-
pared to JWST are:
– Dedicated mission: The main advantage of a ded-
icated mission such as EChO will be the design
of an optimal scientific programme. In the Design
Reference Mission for JWST, at least 80-85% of
its time will be dedicated to non-exoplanet science.
This brings critical constraints on target observabil-
ity and mission planning, especially for the planned
EChO sample of time-critical observations of tran-
siting exoplanets. It will be impossible to perform
large systematic surveys with many repeated ob-
servations of targets within the mission lifetime of
JWST.
– Instantaneous wavelength coverage. In contrast to
JWST, EChO will simultaneously sample wavelengths
from 0.4 to 16µm. This is essential to study at-
mospheric variability and weather pattern. JWST
will need to observe at least four separate tran-
sit/secondary eclipse events to get similar, but still
inferior, wavelength coverage. Important spectroscopic
features like the CO2 band at 15µm (see e.g. Fig-
ure 9), will have to be observed over more than one
transit. This has the potential to introduce fatal
systematic errors in these most sensitive measure-
ments, especially for a planet orbiting an active star.
Conversely EChO will perform simultaneous obser-
vations over all wavelengths.
– Long term photon-noise-limited stability of 10−5. Al-
though the thermal stability of JWST and its in-
struments will be very high, there are several fac-
tors which will limit its achievable precision: 1) The
JWST instruments are optimised for background-
limited observations and not for photon-limited ob-
servations, the latter case being appropriate for most
of the nearest exciting targets; 2) The (generic) in-
struments on JWST contain many moving parts
which will be a source of calibration uncertainty; 3)
The segmented mirrors of JWST will exhibit low-
level deformations over time causing temporal vari-
ations of the point spread function (PSF). EChO
will not suffer from any of these problems. As long-
term, high-level stability is essential for atmospheric
variability and weather pattern studies, EChO will
be superior in this respect.
EChO, specifically designed to reach 10−5 long-term,
photon-noise-limited stability with detectors optimised
for observing bright sources, will provide a critical sci-
entific yield as a stand-alone observatory. However the
synergy between EChO, JWST and the ELTs could be
particularly powerful. EChO will guarantee a synop-
tic view over a wide variety of extrasolar planets by
simultaneously measuring their emission/transmission
spectrum from 0.4 to 16µm. A sub sample could be
observed at higher resolution over a limited spectral
window with JWST, or very high resolution with an
ELT which complement EChO observations.
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4 Targets for EChO
The main objective of EChO is to characterise spectro-
scopically the atmospheres of exoplanets already dis-
covered by other facilities at the time EChO flies. To
detect the chemical and thermal signatures of these re-
mote worlds, the typical signal to aim at is between
10−5 and 10−3 times the flux of the parent star: for
this reason, the brighter the star in the wavelength
range selected, the better. Our simulations –validated
against current observations of exoplanet atmospheres
with Hubble, Spitzer and ground-based observatories–
indicate that the brightness thresholds for EChO’s ob-
servations are: magnitude V∼12 for a G-K star, with
an orbiting Jupiter or Neptune, and magnitude K∼9 for
“Habitable-zone” super-Earths around late M stars, see
§5.4.
Currently, about 80 of the ∼ 700 identified exoplan-
ets are transiting planets with a stellar companion satis-
fying those criteria [10]. At present, the available sample
for EChO includes few super-Earths and Neptunes, but
it is still biased towards more massive planets. Thanks
to ongoing and planned new surveys and facilities (the
ESA-GAIA mission alone is expected to discover sev-
eral thousands new exoplanets [65,66]), a more com-
plete reservoir of potential targets will become available
in the next decade. The redundancy of observable tar-
gets will allow the selection criteria for EChO targets
to be refined. Below we give some approved projects
and surveys that are likely provide additional exciting
targets for EChO over the next decade.
For solar-like stars, EChO will observe stars up to a
distance of 330 and 170 pc for a G0 and a K0, respec-
tively, essentially the same volume explored by ground-
based surveys. Ongoing and planned survey such as
HATNet [67], HAT-South [68], WASP [69], LCOGT
and XO [70] will significantly increase this number by
expanding the parameter space (e.g. the surveyed spec-
tral types, metallicity and sky coverage).
Recently several ground-based surveys devoted to
the detection of planets around M stars have been launched.
In particular programmes aiming to detect habitable-
zone super-Earths around M-dwarf stars have started
and others are planned. All these projects will deliver
good targets for EChO in addition to those already
known such as the Neptune-like GJ 436b [71] and the
super-Earth, GJ1214b [14]. These surveys include:
– MEarth [72] aims to monitor late M-dwarfs (R ≤
0.33 R) taken from the Lepine catalog of north-
ern stars [24] to search for super-Earths, as small as
twice the radius of the Earth, in the Habitable Zone.
GJ1214b, the first transiting super-Earth around a
M star, has been identified as part of this survey.
– HATNet [67] and HAT-South [68]. About 50 M3-
M9 dwarfs are monitored per year with HATNet
at a precision per measurement better than 1%,
and 170 per year at a precision better than 2%,
while ∼180 M3-M9 dwarfs are monitored per year
with HAT-South at precision better than 1%, and
770 M3-M9 dwarfs are monitored per year at preci-
sion better than 2%. There are excellent prospects
to have a sizeable sample of transiting super-Earth
planets around bright (K≤9) M-type stars coming
from these and other upcoming ground-based tran-
sit surveys.
– NGTS (D. Pollacco, private communication) is based
on experience and developments from the WASP in-
struments and is designed to allow detection at the
1-2 millimag level around 9th magnitude stars and
10 millimag at around 15th magnitude. This will al-
low the detection of Neptune and SuperEarth sized
objects around late type dwarfs. The main science
driver for the NGTS experiment is to understand
the bulk characteristics of these objects. NGTS con-
struction will begin in spring 2012 at Paranal, Chile.
– The Multi-site All-Sky CAmeRA (MASCARA, I.
Snellen, private communication), is aimed at finding
the brightest existing transiting planets –Jupiters,
Neptunes and super-Earths– with mag. V= 4-8. MAS-
CARA will consist of five identical camera-systems
stationed at observatories around the globe. A key
element in the design is that from each station the
whole sky will be monitored without the use of any
moving parts.
– The ground-based transit survey APACHE [73] is
also expected to provide suitable targets for EChO.
This project is dedicated to the long-term photo-
metric monitoring of thousands of nearby M-dwarfs
in the Northern hemisphere, providing the first-ever,
longitudinally distributed network of telescopes ded-
icated to the search for transits of small-size planets.
We foresee the discovery of few tens of super-Earths
around M stars over the next few years.
– HARPS-S (La Silla) and HARPS-N (La Palma) are
dedicated radial velocity surveys for exoplanets or-
biting bright stars. The preliminary analysis of HARPS
data showed that more than 40% of stars have plan-
ets with masses below 50 Earth masses and 30% of
stars with planets below 30 Earth masses [18,74,19].
– Further ground-based resources for EChO targets
will be radial velocity instruments such as CARMENES
(Calar Alto, [75]), which was specifically built to
search for exo-Earths in the near-infrared and vis-
ible around stars later than M4, with an average
distance of 15 pc.
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– Analogously, ESPRESSO [76] (Paranal, first light
2016) the next generation of radial velocity instru-
ments on VLT, will achieve a radial velocity preci-
sion of about 10 cm s−1 for stars with V ≤14, which
is enough to detect rocky planets in the Habitable
Zones of late-type stars.
– While many exoplanets discovered by CoRot [77]
and Kepler [20] orbit stars too faint to allow detailed
spectroscopic studies, broad band photometric ob-
servations in the visible and IR with EChO will be
feasible for target stars as faint as V=15 mag, allow-
ing to constrain the equilibrium temperature and
the albedo of the planet, or search for exomoons.
– Finally, space mission concepts are currently con-
sidered by NASA, ESA and other national agencies,
and promise to detect additional transiting planets:
NASA-TESS [78], ESA-PLATO [79] and CHEOPS
(CH ExOPlanet Satellite). CHEOPS is micro-satellite
project (35cm size telescope, launch∼2017) in phase
A study by a consortium made of Switzerland, Swe-
den and Austria. It is designed to detect a transit-
ing Earth-size planet up to periods of 60 days on G,
K and early M stars with a V-magnitude brighter
than 9th. Mission prime targets include: identified
transiting planets, potential transiting planets too
shallow to be detected from the ground and stars
with a non-transiting hot Jupiter planet.
In the case these missions are launched, EChO might
benefit of an even more enticing selection of bodies.
As mentioned in previous sections, EChO could con-
sider a few non-transiting planets in its target sample
using combined-light observations [3]. The aim would
be to study the seasonal changes in atmospheric com-
position/thermal properties in non-transiting eccentric
systems due the significantly variable irradiation con-
ditions: for an e = 0.6 orbit, the stellar flux varies by a
factor of 16 along the planet’s orbit. For non-transiting
eccentric Neptunes and giants, GAIA will deliver high-
quality orbit reconstructions and mass determinations,
independently of the existence of radial velocity mea-
surements. If the full orbit and actual companion mass
are available, it is then possible to predict where and
when one will find the planet around the star, a key in-
formation to study the phasecurve of a non transiting
planet.
5 Mission concept
The basic concept for the EChO mission is to build
an opto-mechanical system that is as simple as possi-
ble whilst fulfilling the requirements set by the scien-
tific observations. These are dominated by the need to
have a system that is as stable as possible to allow re-
peated observations of transiting planets over periods
ranging from the transit time itself, some hours, to the
orbital periods of the planets which may be many weeks
or months. The telescope is therefore based around a
1.2-1.5 m primary aperture arranged, in the baseline
configuration, in an on-axis Cassegrain configuration.
Behind the telescope we will place a spectrometer that
is split into a series of channels to with the goal of cov-
ering wavelengths from 0.4 to 16 µm. Again different
concepts for the spectrometer have been studied and
further evolution of the design is likely. In this section
we describe the spacecraft, telescope and instrument
conceptual design studies carried out to date and dis-
cuss the technical challenges inherent in the design and
realisation of the EChO mission.
5.1 Spacecraft Overview
The EChO system design is driven by the stability and
sensitivity requirements of differential spectroscopy in
the optical, near and thermal infrared. The spacecraft
driving design requirements are: (1) Provision of cool-
ing for the telescope and the spectrograph to ∼50 K and
∼45 K (30 K for the detectors), respectively, (2) high
photometric stability requirement which translates to
line of sight stability and payload thermoelastic envi-
ronment stability requirements; and (3) overall com-
patibility with cost and technology readiness criteria of
an ESA M-class mission (see http://sci.esa.int/science-
e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=47570), i.e. launch
on a Soyuz-Fregat rocket and cost cap to ESA of 470MEu-
ros.
The EChO spacecraft will consist of three major
modules (fig. 10): (1) A payload module (PLM) includ-
ing the instrument (telescope hardware, focal plane as-
semblies) containing all functionalities required for the
scientific measurements. (2) A service module (SVM)
containing all functionalities and equipment required
to control the payload and support the scientific ob-
servations. The SVM accommodates all the spacecraft
subsystems such as propulsion, communication, power,
and the attitude and orbit control system (AOCS). (3)
A multi-layer sunshield for protecting the PLM from
solar irradiance thus providing the required thermal en-
vironment for the telescope and instrument.
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Fig. 10 Top: Baseline design for EChO thermo-mechanical
design concept. Bottom: EChO spacecraft baseline configu-
ration under the Soyuz-Fregat fairing.
5.2 Model payload
5.2.1 Overview of the payload
In the baseline concept, the payload (Fig. 11) consists
of a single instrument, a multi-channel spectrograph,
at the focus of a 1.2-1.5 m effective aperture telescope.
In this configuration, the spectrograph covers the spec-
tral range from 0.4 to 16 µm with one visible to near-
infrared (0.4 – 1.0 µm, hereafter the visible channel)
and five near to mid-infrared channels. The spectral
resolution will vary from a few tens in the thermal in-
frared to a few hundreds in the near infrared. The vis-
ible channel is used for stellar activity monitoring and
will also contain a fine guiding sensor (FGS) and fo-
cus sensing (FS). One possible implementation for the
FGS will be to employ a tip-tilt mirror to stabilise the
stellar image on the common input field of view for the
Fig. 11 Scheme of the payload. Maximum temperature
colour code is : yellow ∼ 50 K, green ∼ 45 K, blue ∼ 30 K,
red ∼ 300 K.
spectrographs. Another possibility is to use the space-
craft attitude control system directly; both options are
subject to continuing study.
The telescope temperature should not exceed 50 K,
with the instrument structure and mirrors at 45 K and
the detectors at 30 K. The telescope and instrument
structure can be cooled using passive techniques, but,
due to the low temperature and high stability require-
ments, mechanical coolers must be used for the infrared
detectors.
The instrument electronics will consist of a digital
processing unit (denoted ICU in figure 11), a set of sig-
nal conditioning electronics for the detectors, a second
set for the thermal sensors etc and the drive electronics
for the proposed tip tilt mirror in the fine guidance sys-
tem. It is possible that only a single on-board computer
and data storage unit will be employed for the space-
craft which will also control the payload. In this case
the instrument conditioning electronics will act as a re-
mote terminal unit with limited processing capabilities.
Consideration of this configuration is made possible due
to the relatively small data volume from the payload,
we estimate no more than ∼3.5 GBits/day including
housekeeping and margins.
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Fig. 12 Left: Baseline optical concept with on-axis tele-
scope and full diffractive/dispersive spectrograph. Right:
Baseline optical design of a dispersive implementation of
the instrument. The FGS channel is also a FS channel and a
0.4-1 micron spectrograph, with a spectral resolution of few
tens to few hundreds, to monitor the stellar activity.
5.2.2 Instrument baseline conceptual design and key
characteristics
A classical on-axis Cassegrain telescope with a ∼1.5 m
class primary mirror diameter would meet the main re-
quirements of EChO such as cooling to 50 K by passive
techniques and reaching the PSF quality requirements
within a central small field of view (several arcmin)
around the target star. The design and development of
such a telescope shown on Fig. 12 does not present any
particular difficulty. Due to its stability requirements
at 50 K operating temperature silicon carbide (SiC) ce-
ramic [80] would be the material of choice for the tele-
scope, given its high thermal conductivity and high me-
chanical stability at cryogenic temperatures compared
to Zerodur/CFRP or Zerodur/ceramic technology. An-
other advantage of SiC for EChO is the absence of mois-
ture release associated with CFRP.
A dispersive/diffractive spectrograph has been in-
vestigated as baseline concept. The spectrograph is fed
directly by the telescope image through an entrance
aperture whose size is slightly bigger than the PSF size
at 16 µm. As a consequence, the entire flux of the star
is used in the different channels and no slits are used. A
preliminary design of this concept has been done and is
presented on Fig. 12). The characteristics of each spec-
tral channel is presented in table 7 assuming the re-
quirements on spectral channels (spectral range, spec-
tral resolution) and the characteristics of available de-
tectors (size, pixel size and number).
One of the key-points for the instrument design,
which drives its development, is the choice of the detec-
tors. This choice is strongly constrained by the avail-
ability in Europe of very few detectors in the 0.8 –
16 µm spectral range. The best European detectors
in this spectral range are based on InSb (NIR) and
HgCdTe (MCT) technologies. For homogeneity of the
focal plane and readout electronics, we have based the
prototype design exclusively on MCT photovoltaic de-
tectors. These are available in the form of 350×250 or
500×500 pixel matrices from several suppliers. The cur-
rent generation of n on p devices should meet the EChO
requirements up to about 11 µm if they are operated at
temperatures of about 30 K [81,82]. The detector for
the VIS/NIR channel (0.4 – 1 µm), FGS and FS is a
classical CCD, commercially available in Europe2.
Technological improvements are necessary for the
11 – 16 µm spectral range to reduce the level of dark
current in currently available MCT detector arrays. An
alternative could be the use of Si:As (IBC) technology,
leading to virtually “noiseless” detectors. This technol-
ogy was used on Spitzer and will be flown on JWST
[83]. However, present products work at 7 K, require
long readout time to keep the noise level low and exhibit
low full well capacity. The latter leads to the need for
frequent readout to maintain performance and, there-
fore, to a reduction in the overall duty cycle of the in-
strument. The need for low temperature operation, in
particular, will have a large impact on the overall mis-
sion design, most especially the need for closed cycle
mechanical coolers operating at up to 7 K. Solutions
do exist for these in Europe [84] and this option will
be studied extensively as part of the ongoing mission
design exercise.
2 e.g. http://www.e2v.com/products-and-services/high-
performance-imaging-solutions/space—scientific-imaging/
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FGS +
FS+
Vis/NIR
channel
Channel
1
Channel
2
Channel
3
Channel
4
Channel
5
Bandpass
(µm)
0.4-1 0.8-2.7 2.3-5.2 4.8-8.5 8.3-11 11-16
TELESCOPE
Diameter 1.2 to 1.5 m. 1.4 m telescope used here
F# 10
Transmission 98%
COLLIMATOR: off-axis parabola
Focal
length
200 mm
Transmission 99%
OBJECTIVES
Type Doublet Doublet Doublet Doublet Doublet Doublet
Material PHH
71
LAH 54
F Silica
CaF2
ZnSe
Germanium
Silicon
AMTIR
1
Silicon
AMTIR
1
CdTe
CdSe
Focal
length
200
mm
150
mm
100
mm
100
mm
100
mm
50 mm
Image
F/#
10 7.5 5 5 5 2.5
Transmission 95 % 95 % 95 % 95 % 95 % 95 %
DISPERSION SYSTEM
Type Grating Grating Prism Prism Prism Prism
Grating
density
111/
mm
64
/mm
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Material N/A N/A CaF2 CaF2 Cleartran CdTe
Prism an-
gle
N/A N/A 62 47 59 59
Spectral
resolution
600 600 600 or
better
(to be
stud-
ied)
600 600 20
Transmission 60 % 40 % 90 % 90 % 90 % 90 %
DETECTOR
Type CCD HgCdTe
SWIR
HgCdTe
MWIR
HgCdTe
LWIR
HgCdTe
LWIR
HgCdTe
VLWIR
Pixel size 30 µm 15 µm 30 µm 30 µm 30 µm
Needed
pixels
600 650 460 330 182 40
Working
tempera-
ture
< 110
K
< 80 K <40 K < 40 K 30 K
Quantum
efficiency
0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Dark
current
(e-/s/px)
<
10(1)
<
10(1)
500 500 10000(2)
Readout
noise
(e-/px/ro)
150 400 1000 1000 1000
Table 7 Main characteristics of instrument and detectors.
Objective and prism materials are detailed for the dispersive
solution.
(1) This performance measured at temperatures lower than standard operating
temperature
(2) Expected performance after technology development programme
5.2.3 Pointing and alignment requirements
Another key design driver for the instrument is main-
taining the stability of the line of sight, i.e. the sta-
bility of the stellar image at the entrance aperture of
the spectrograph. This is required in order to maintain
the photometric stability over the spectra and avoid in-
ter and intra pixel inhomogeneities. The spectrograph
is designed so that the size of the PSF seen through
the spectrograph is about one pixel on each spectral
channel. The required stability of the line of sight will
be a fraction of the PSF at the shortest wavelength,
this translates into about 20 mas at 1 µm. EChO is
not an imaging mission and therefore we do not need
to stabilize the rotation of the field but only the line of
sight for an on-axis target. One option for stabilisation
of the line of sight is to use a combination of the of the
spacecraft Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS),
which will have absolute pointing of several arcsec and
stability of several hundreds of mas, and a fast steering
mirror within the instrument (see §5.2.6). The latter
will stabilise the position of the stellar image at the en-
trance aperture with an accuracy of several tens of mas
with a response frequency of order of a few Hz.
The stringent spectro-photometric stability require-
ments for EChO require a stable thermal and thermoe-
lastic optical system. The alignment tolerances are esti-
mated to be of the order of 2 µm for a telescope compat-
ible with visible light operation down to wavelengths of
a few hundred nm. Given the inability to predict the be-
haviour of the telescope when operational in flight –i.e.
the detailed effects of gravity release, thermal contrac-
tion etc.– we expect to have to re-focus the telescope
once it has achieved a stable temperature. In the base-
line, on-axis, configuration, the in flight focus of the
telescope is determined by the use of a focusing device
adjusting the position of the telescope secondary mir-
ror. This device is driven by a focus sensor within the
VIS/FGS unit that analyses the size of the image at
the entrance aperture of the spectrograph.
5.2.4 Calibration and other specific requirements
The basic measurement technique involves extracting
spectrally separated signals in phase with the known
period of our target planets. The difference between
the stellar signal and the planet is very small (in the ex-
treme ∼1 part in 105) and in some cases, many transits
are required in order to build sufficient signal to noise
to extract a high fidelity planetary only signal. Clearly
accurate calibration and signal stability are going to
be of the utmost importance both during and before
and after each transit observation and in attempting
to combine observations. The general situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 13 indicating how the variations due to
the (roughly) square wave transits are transformed into
a pseudo monochromatic spectral feature in frequency
space plus higher harmonics. The fluctuations due to
variations in stellar flux, temperature drifts, detector
drifts, miss-pointing and jitter etc are super imposed in
frequency space as some form of 1/f “pink” noise spec-
trum with (hopefully) a low frequency cut off some-
where above the primary frequency band for the tran-
sits. Some sources of noise, such microphonics from re-
action wheels or mechanical coolers, may lead to higher
frequency disturbances which, if not removed, will add
as white noise. One way of combating these is to ensure
that they are at frequencies above the low pass filter
cut off in the detector signal chain.
We anticipate that most sources of uncertainty will
either enter as white noise (accounted for in the sen-
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Fig. 13 Top: Measurement situation in the time domain.
With (exaggerated) differences between two visits to a tran-
siting planet. The period of the transit plus stellar flux mea-
surement determines the lower bound of the instantaneous
signal band - the upper bound is defined by the electronics
low pass filter. The period between transits defines the fre-
quency at which the primary signal is extracted and the time
between visits defines the lower band of interest in the fre-
quency space. Fourier decomposition and accurate calibration
of all possible sources of disturbance are required to avoid sys-
tematic uncertainties at the extraction frequency.
Bottom: Measurement situation rendered in frequency space.
The shaded box illustrates the instantaneous frequency band
of the measurement and all high frequency noise sources
should be kept away from this band. The primary signal ex-
traction frequency is at very low frequencies and the EChO
calibration and observation stability must be such as to
avoid allowing unknown systematic uncertainties into this fre-
quency space
sitivity analysis) or at frequencies sufficiently removed
from the signals of interest that they can be ignored or
removed by correlation. Some disturbances will, how-
ever, be in phase with the measurements and we will
need to calibrate certain aspects of the systems with ex-
treme care. We need to consider the following in some
detail:
– The ability to point the target at exactly the same
location onto the instrument and any variation in
instrument response across its field of view. Miss-
pointing when re-acquiring the target is in direct
phase with the measurement frequency and will be
difficult to deal with as it requires a stable astro-
nomical source which cannot be guaranteed for our
target stars (see below). This aspect can only be
assessed and calibrated with multiple pointing at
stable sources associated with highly accurate cali-
bration measurements of the spatial response of the
system.
– High frequency variation in signal response due to
detector instabilities or satellite disturbances. These
will not necessarily be removed by the phase detec-
tion and will add to white noise in the measure-
ment. Unless these are correlated with other mea-
surements on the spacecraft (temperature, reaction
wheel frequency etc) they are difficult to remove.
This means that careful attention should be made
on where the frequencies of possible disturbing ele-
ments are placed and all possible correlating sensors
(thermistors, position indicators, voltages etc) must
be sampled with sufficient fidelity that they can be
used to perform de-correlation of the signals, if nec-
essary, in ground processing.
– Any stellar variation on timescales similar to the
period of the transiting object that could mimic a
transit signal. This may be unlikely but still needs
to be monitored and considered in detail.
– Variation in the instrument response over a long
timescale must be monitored as this will also lead to
systematic variations in the signal at the frequency
of interest.
In general attempting to provide absolute calibration
of the system to the level of 1 part in 105 is extremely
difficult and ultimately limited by our lack of detailed
knowledge of the characteristics of stellar variability
at this level. Rather our strategy will be to eliminate
as much of the systematic sources of uncertainty as
possible following the discussion in this section and
rely on the target stars themselves, in conjunction with
an on board calibration source, to provide repeated
measurements of the instrument behaviour over many
timescales thus providing longitudinal calibration trends
to remove all possible sources of systematic uncertainty.
A highly stable and repeatable calibration source is an
essential part of this scheme and our outline design en-
visages placing a source at the location of the telescope
secondary where (in an on-axis design at least) the anti-
narcissus beam dump (hole) will be placed at the centre
of the mirror. Placing the source here, has the major
advantage that the calibration source is viewed through
as much of the optical chain as possible, and therefore
monitors the total degradation in performance over the
course of the mission. Our initial goal for the calibra-
tion source is that it is absolutely stable to 1 part in
103 over at least one year of operation, with a rather
higher short term stability to monitor the system dur-
ing the period of each transit. The absolute output of
the source will be verified periodically against the most
stable sources available. The entire calibration scheme
and the requirements on the various components of the
system require detailed study during the assessment
phase and will be the subject of a future report.
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5.2.5 Current heritage and Technology Readiness Level
(TRL) for the payload
Current heritage used for the instrument of EChO and
Technology Readiness Level of subsystems are sum-
marised in table 8.
TRL Current heritage /
development
European
HgCdTe detectors
SWIR/MWIR
8 Planetary mis-
sions: MEX,
Phobos Grunt
European
HgCdTe detectors
LWIR/VLWIR
with low dark
current
3 at present,
should be
TRL 5 within
the next 2
years
American
HgCdTe/SiAs
detectors
LWIR/VLWIR
with low dark
current
8 Spitzer, JWST
Optimised read-
out circuits
3 (24 to 36
months re-
quired to
reach TRL 6)
Dispersive spec-
trograph / optics
8 Heritage IR spec-
trographs
FTS spectrograph
knowledge / tech-
nology
5 (prototypes)
to 9 (instru-
ments already
launched)
SPIRE(Herschel)
/ IASI (Metop) /
MIPAS (Envisat)
Detectors elec-
tronics chains
5
DPU and on
board processing
electronics
9
Fine guiding sys-
tem
5
Table 8 Technology Readiness Level (TRL) and current her-
itage for payload subsystems
5.2.6 Attitude and orbit control
The EChO spacecraft needs to be 3-axis stabilized in
order to be able to provide a high instrument line-of-
sight pointing accuracy and stability of few tens of milli-
arcsec (mas). As design criterion, the size of the PSF
diffraction limited at the short-wavelength end of the
infrared spectrograph of 0.8 µm is 110 mas for a 1.5 m
telescope and 35 mas is about a quarter of its size. Using
a dispersive spectrograph with entrance slit, success-
fully demonstrated on Hubble and Spitzer, as worst-
case scenario requires an RPE of 30 mas over 500 s.
To avoid stringent pointing requirements on the AOCS
alone we propose separating the overall satellite AOCS
and instrument line of sight control by using a fast fine-
steering/tip-tilt mirror within the instrument. This is
possible since the main science objectives are related to
the central stellar source and corrections for the central
source can be performed by a movable pick-up mirror
located before the beam splitter. In particular, the field
rotation in the focal plane due to AOCS fluctuations
has no consequence on the performance of the instru-
ment because the only requirement is the stability of the
on-axis PSF at the spectrograph entrance aperture.
For the overall AOCS the requirement on the rela-
tive pointing error (RPE) is 500 milli-arcsec over 500
s with an absolute pointing error (APE) of a few arc-
sec. This can be achieved with classical reaction wheels
controlled by star trackers which have to be mounted
under optimised thermoelastic constraints onto the pay-
load module. The RPE is dominated by wheel noise in
the frequency domain up to 200 Hz. Since our target
stars are bright in the optical, the bandwidth of the
control signal for the fine control of the fine-steering
mirror can be sufficiently high. The feedback for the
position control is provided by a Fine Guidance Sensor
(FGS) included in the instrument visible channel which
will monitor the position of the star image at the spec-
trograph aperture entrance. The FGS information may
also be used by the global AOCS loop.
5.2.7 Thermal aspects
Baseline design Cooling the telescope and the instru-
ment to cryogenic temperatures between 45 to 50 K
requires an effective sunshade/sunshield system shad-
ing the payload from the sun and insulating it from
the warm SVM. Furthermore the bipods supporting the
telescope optical bench (TOB) have to have low thermal
conductivity and long conductive paths. Low conduc-
tivity materials (manganin, phosphor bronze, stainless
steel) are also necessary for the harness between the
SVM and the telescope and instrument. The total par-
asitic thermal load has to be reduced to a level that
can be balanced by the heat rejected from the payload
radiating surfaces (T < 50 K) towards deep space.
For the sunshade/sunshield system different con-
cepts will be traded in the concept study taking into
account the following major constraints:
– The sunshade/sunshield system has to be accommo-
dated under the Soyuz-Fregat fairing.
– The sun – spacecraft – line-of-sight angle shall be
large enough. Goal is to achieve a solid angle of 1 to
2pi steradian at any time.
– The structural design of the sunshade/sunshield sys-
tem shall be compatible with mass and mechanical
requirements.
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– The thermal design shall allow the telescope to be
passively cooled to T < 50 K.
– The use of structural material and MLI shall be
compatible with outgassing requirements.
Different design concepts have been considered. Her-
schel uses a single sunshade/sunshield system and a
separate single SVM thermal shield to passively cool
the liquid He cryostat vessel to 70–80 K. This is in-
sufficient for EChO and for this reason a multiple sys-
tem consisting of a sunshade and two separate thermal
shields is suggested taking advantage of the V-groove
effect as successfully applied to the Planck-spacecraft
[84].
5.3 Orbit choice and baseline mission scenario
5.3.1 Orbit
Given the need to cool the payload and maintain a sta-
ble thermal environment the choice of orbit is limited
to the Earth trailing type such as used by Spitzer or the
second Lagrangian point (L2) Lissajous (PLANCK and
Herschel) or the L2 halo orbits. The Sun synchronous
low Earth orbit, which may have the benefit of allow-
ing a larger mass and therefore larger mirror, has many
drawbacks in terms of observing modes. Given that the
Earth trailing orbit has a disadvantage in terms of a de-
creasing data rate capability as the satellite drifts away
from the Earth, we are assuming that the satellite will
be placed into a halo orbit at L2 with a large radius (800
000 km). The large radius halo orbit is preferred as it
reduces the sun-satellite distance variation speed along
the terrestrial revolution and avoids eclipse over the
complete mission with no significant ∆V requirements,
greatly simplifying the thermal design and spacecraft
operations. In addition, it allows a greater mass for the
satellite. We estimate that the overall mass of the sys-
tem presented here will be less than 2.1 T allowed for
a Soyuz Fregat launcher.
5.3.2 Baseline operational scenario
The typical mission duration is 5 years. The nature of
the scientific mission that EChO will carry out is to visit
a restricted set of stellar targets (∼100) at prescribed
times to match the orbital phase of the exoplanet. Typ-
ical visits per target will be of the order of 1–10 hours
interspersed by periods of a few to up to 20 days. Given
that target stars may be in any part of the sky and will
have a range of orbital periods it is essential that the
satellite has a large “field of regard”, i.e. as little re-
striction as possible on the direction the satellite can be
pointed due to Solar and terrestrial viewing constraints.
This requirement will, in turn, drive the basic direction
of spacecraft pointing and the arrangement and size of
the thermal shields, antennae and Solar arrays. A typ-
ical angle of ± 30 degrees with the Sun-Earth normal
appears to be a good trade-off (cf. observation strat-
egy section). It allows a full visibility of the sky (all the
targets) over one year, and an instantaneous visibility
of more than 40% of the targets. The observation plan
can thus be adapted according to the scientific interest
of the targets.
Given the predictable nature of the observing plan
we envisage that the satellite will be able to carry out
semi-autonomous operations for reasonably long peri-
ods of time with minimal ground contact required (typ-
ically 2 per week). During the observing periods we an-
ticipate that the majority of the science data will be
stored on board in a suitably compressed format. The
high rate transfer of the science data to the ground
will be undertaken during dedicated “Data Transfer
and Commanding Periods” (DTCP) in a similar man-
ner to the Herschel and PLANCK operations but with
a rather lower duty cycle.
5.4 Alternative design studies of key items
Alternative options to the baseline concept have been
considered. The payload and mission requirements have
been studied together with the industry (Astrium GmbH,
Germany, Astrium UK) and national agencies (CNES)
to confirm technical feasibility of key items within the
M-Class cost cap. A detailed design trade-off will to be
performed during the assessment study.
Telescope – The need for EChO’s spectrophotometric
stability of 10−4 over several hours requires a thermally
stable telescope, i.e. a well baffled and shielded system
with high mechanical stiffness and stability. These de-
sign drivers led to the possibility of a 1.5 m off-axis
design (1.45 m effective diameter) which has been in-
vestigated in order to optimize the thermal shielding.
The off-axis system with M2 location close to the ther-
mal shields (see Fig. 10) allows implementation of an
oversized shield which provides high thermal stability
since mounting spiders of an on-axis secondary mirror
can be avoided, minimising drifts in thermal emission
due to temperature changes. This design also has no en-
ergy loss due to clipping from the central obscuration
and also provides a cleaner pupil. This concept easily
accommodates beam-splitting into a visual channel in-
cluding the FGS (followed by a relay optics towards the
star sensor chip) and into the scientific IR channels to-
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wards the spectrometers including a focus sensor (e.g.
Shack-Hartmann or specific device).
Instrument – In addition to the dispersive/diffractive
design an implementation of the spectrometer channels
based on Fourier transform schemes has been studied.
Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) come in a va-
riety of designs including the use of gratings in the in-
terferometer arms (so called Spatial Heterodyne Spec-
trometer - SHS) or using a beam shearing system. In
the FTS implementation studied for the EChO instru-
ment (see Fig.14) all channels are behind the collimator
which reduces the beam size of the scientific path from
100 mm down to 25 mm. A series of dichroics separates
the beam into the different spectrometer channels. The
spectral bands covering from 1 to 8 µm (1, 2 and 3)
are implemented with fixed-mirror FTS with the in-
terferogram generated by tilting one mirror according
to the required resolution. The image is focused by an
anamorphic camera in reflective optics onto an approx-
imately 1024×10 detector array. The pupil image is re-
duced to the size of 20 mm in the afocal direction on
which the spectrum is spread. The focal direction re-
duces the spot size form of the star image onto a few
pixels. Conservative assumptions on the dark current
of currently available European detectors does not per-
mit a fixed mirror FTS with a detector array in CMOS
technology. A scanning FTS with a single or few pixel
detector is therefore proposed for the two long wave-
length channels.
Alternative thermal designs Alternative thermal designs
were considered (Astrium UK) to allow an increase of
the roll angle with respect to the position of the satel-
lite on its orbit in the antisolar direction and as a con-
sequence, an increase of the sky fraction, which is in-
stantaneously visible. Such concepts, circular or semi-
circular sunshields, require the use of curved panels as
illustrated on Fig.15.
A preliminary study of these concepts showed that
they are slightly more complex, with a small mass in-
crease, compared to the baseline solution. However, they
still maintain comfortable margins with respect to Soyuz-
Fregat launch capabilities. A complete payload systems
design trade-off, including scientific performance, will
be undertaken during the assessment phase.
6 Conclusions
We have presented in this paper the Exoplanet Charac-
terisation Observatory –or EChO– which will provide
an unprecedented view of the atmospheres of planets
around nearby stars searching for molecular features.
Fig. 14 Top: alternative design proposed for a 1.5 m off-axis
telescope (Astrium Germany): 3D view of the payload optical
path. Refocus and FGS units are also indicated.
Bottom: Alternative spectrograph proposal using Fourier
transform spectrometers (FTS) for all channels. A series of
dichroics separates the beam into the different spectrometer
channels. Band 1-3 are realised with fixed-mirror FTS using
anamorphic cameras in reflective optics for imaging onto the
detecors. The long-wavelength channels 4 and 5 are imple-
mented as scanning FTS.
Those planets will span a range of masses (from gas gi-
ants to super-Earths), stellar companions (F, G, K and
M) and temperatures (from hot to habitable).
EChO will inherit the technique and exquisite pho-
tometric precision of CoRoT and Kepler, aiming at the
10−4 − 10−5 level of precision in the observation of the
target-star at multiple wavelengths. The scientific wis-
dom of having a broad wavelength coverage from the
optical to the IR (0.4 to 16µm) comes from nearly 50
years of remote sensing observations of planets in our
Solar System combined with the more recent experience
of (very) remote sensing of exoplanetary atmospheres.
EChO will observe the atmosphere of planets already
discovered by other surveys and facilities. If launched
today, EChO would select ∼80 targets for atmospheric
characterisation out of the almost 200 confirmed tran-
siting exoplanets. Most of these targets were discov-
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Fig. 15 Alternative thermal design with curved shields pro-
posed by Astrium UK to allow an increase of the observable
sky fraction.
ered by dedicated ground-based transit/radial veloc-
ity search programmes, which are presently delivering
a flood of new discoveries. A new generation of tran-
sit/radial velocity surveys (MEarth, APACHE, HAT-
South, NGTS, CARMENES, ESPRESSO etc.) will pro-
vide new access to the population of Earth-mass planets
orbiting bright late type-stars, e.g. GJ 1214b.
Finally, in the quest for habitable worlds outside our
Solar System, EChO will be able to observe, among
other targets, super-Earths in the temperate zone of
M dwarfs: these are clearly not the Earth’s and Sun’s
twins, but rather their cousins. Will they present equal
opportunities for habitability?
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